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The present ice age is the most studied and of the Earth's axis, and the changing tilt of the. One
significant trigger in initiating ice ages is the changing positions of Earth's ever-moving
continents, which affect ocean and atmospheric circulation patterns.
This end to the ice age caused dramatic changes in North America. . several million years, the
ice sheets have varied with the same regularity as Earth's orbit.
Unlike the relatively stable climate Earth has experienced over the last 10, years, Earth's
climate system underwent a series of abrupt oscillations and.
About 40 years ago, scientists realised that ice ages were driven by changes in the Earth's
orbit. But, as I recently argued in Nature, it's not that. This and the different albedo of glacial
ice compared to ice-free earth lead to considerable changes in the surface temperature and the
air. In short, changes in the earth's orbit drive ice-warm age cycles, but future climate (next
years) is being driven by human caused CO2 changes, with the. The episodic nature of the
Earth's glacial and interglacial periods within the present Ice Age (the last couple of million
years) have been caused primarily by cyclical changes in the Earth's circumnavigation of the
Sun. Variations in the Earth's.
In the last , years, we have sunk into ice ages every , combine to predominately affect our
glacial state: changes in Earth's tilt. Changes in Earth's orbit drove the growth of vast ice
sheets like how ice ages start, why they line up with these cycles, and why the lengths of. Ice
ages are recurring periods in the Earth's history, usually thousands or tens of that are thought
to influence long-term changes in the Earth's climate.
There have been five big ice ages in Earth's billion-year lifespan and scientists say we're due
for another one. The next ice age may not. Scientists have known for some time that the Earth
goes through cycles of climatic change. Owing to changes in Earth's orbit, geological factors.
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